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The problem of the alcohol misuse in Russia is well known; but there is a tendency
to exaggerate it, which seems to be used to disguise shortages of the healthcare and
public assistance. In this way, responsibility for the relatively low life expectancy is
shifted onto the patients, who are supposed to drink excessively. In parallel, there is
a tendency to exaggerate successes of the anti-alcohol campaign (1985-1989) and to
trivialize the harm caused by the campaign e.g. mass consumption of surrogates [1].
The bias can be illustrated with the example of papers by Yuri Razvodovsky [2-5]. Yuri
asked me per e-mail to write a “friendly” letter to the Editor referring to his article. An
excerpt from the correspondence is presented here as documentary evidence (Fig. 1).
In reply, I cited the phrase: “The of icial statistical data do not support the claims that
the… аnti-alcohol campaign contributed to the dramatic growth in fatal poisonings
by non-beverage alcohol surrogates” [4] and commented that I witnessed mass
poisonings with window cleaner in 1988. Considering the large scale of the window
cleaner sales, it was knowingly tolerated by authorities. Poisonings with methanol and
organochlorides (used e.g. in dry cleaning) were known to occur as well. Yuri replied
that “there are two realities: one, which we both witnessed, and another-of icial
statistics” (Figure 1). Obviously, Razvodovsky should have discussed in his articles the
“realities we both witnessed”, i.e. common knowledge and observations, otherwise his
papers are misleading.
During the anti-alcohol campaign, consumption of technical liquids and lotions was
known and seen to be increased considerably [6]. Many distilleries producing vodka
from grain and potatoes were closed and dismantled. After the campaign, technical
alcohol met no demand from the stagnating industry. It was generally known and
smelled by the drinking public that technical liquids were used for production of
beverages legally sold in bottles with usual labels [7]. The astringent taste of technical
alcohol was known as it was purloined from some factories, institutes of physics and
technology etc. Reportedly, about a half of lethal poisonings by alcohol-containing
liquids in the 1990s was caused in some areas by legally sold beverages [8]. These facts
are not always realized by foreign scientists, which can be exempli ied by the following
citation: “…when faced with a branded vodka at the minimum price and a counterfeit
vodka, the consumer will always choose the branded vodka” [9]. In fact, consumers
are usually unable to distinguish between branded and counterfeit vodka as it is sold
at the same shops and looks identical or almost identical. In the 1990s and shortly
thereafter, obliquely af ixed labels or lax closures were known as attributes of fakes.
Today, falsi ied and authentic products are hardly distinguishable by sight.
Doubting the data and conclusions by Razvodovsky, I asked him to send me a link
to the statistics used in his articles. He did not send me the link but replied that the
data were partly “provided by colleagues under condition of con identiality”, partly
taken from the Russian Statistical Committee http://www.gks.ru. There are no other
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Figure 1: E-mail correspondence Jargin-Razvodovsky cited in the text.

references pertaining to Russian statistics e.g. alcohol induced psychosis incidence
rate since 1970, trends of alcohol poisonings since 1956 etc. [3-5]. Using this URL, I
was unable to ind the data corresponding to statistics and graphs given in the papers
by Razvodovsky. Moreover, the graph “vodka affordability” [5] does not agree with
of icial data summarized in a table in [10]. The graph 1 in [3] is also unrealistic. The
sales of wine must have been relatively higher than those shown on the graph till
approximately 1988 [11]. Besides, in consequence of the anti-alcohol measures that
had restricted vodka sales in 1972, there must have been a decrease in vodka and
an increase in wine sales; more details are in [1]. If even of icial statistics cited by
Razvodovsky exist, it is not necessarily reliable. Release of information was controlled,
sometimes being designed to mislead. For example, between 1984 and 1994, mortality
rates in Russia underwent a rapid decline followed by a steep increase. The decrease in
mortality including the rate of lethal poisonings [4] might have been initially overstated
to highlight successes of the anti-alcohol campaign, being subsequently compensated
by overstated mortality igures [12]. There is apparently an artefact behind the “huge
variation in Russian mortality” [13]; discussed in [12,14]. Today, the increase in the life
expectancy seems to be overstated again to emphasize successes of current policies.
Another questionable concept: “The alcoholic psychoses incidence rate is a reliable
indicator of alcohol-related problems at the population level since there is a strong
relationship between alcoholic psychoses incidence rate and alcohol consumption per
capita” [15]. It should be commented that the alcohol induced psychosis incidence rate
may be discussed as an indicator of alcohol consumption in countries with a stable quality
of alcoholic beverages but not in Russia, where the quality oscillated considerably over
the last 3 decades [1]. By analogy with other complications, psychosis-like conditions
may be caused not only by excessive intake of ethanol but also by other substances in
poor quality alcoholic beverages and surrogates. Besides, it is known that psychoses
have sometimes been overdiagnosed in the former SU [16]. Misdiagnosis as psychosis
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of neurological derangements after ingestion of toxic alcohol-containing liquids cannot
be excluded. It was reported that e.g. methanol and carbon tetrachloride produced
hallucinations or other symptoms of psychosis [17-19].
After 1991, the increase in mortality considerably exceeded that of alcohol consumption,
which grew from 1987 to 1992 by 25-27 %. For comparison, mortality from alcoholrelated causes increased during the same period 2.5 times and the alcohol induced
psychosis incidence rate-2.4 times [20]. Numerous lethal intoxications after the
intake of moderate doses were reported [21], while the blood alcohol concentration
was relatively low [6,8,21,22]. For example, in Karelia in 1992, the incidence of lethal
alcohol poisonings increased 3 times while the average blood alcohol concentration
in these cases increased only 1.4 times [6]. For the whole Russian Federation, the
mortality rate from alcoholic poisonings increased from 1998 to 2004 by 58 % and
continued growing [22]. These igures witness in favor of toxicity of legally sold
beverages. The statement by Razvodovsky: “…alcohol surrogates (industrial spirits,
antiseptics, lighter luid and medications containing alcohol) may be responsible for
the extremely high level of fatal alcohol poisonings in Russia” [4] creates impression
that consumers deliberately purchase surrogates for drinking. However, it is known by
inside observers that consumption of technical liquids, lotions etc. decreased abruptly
after the anti-alcohol campaign, when alcoholic beverages have become easily available:
numerous new shops and kiosks were opened; there have been no queues as in the
Soviet time. The average salary (pension) / vodka price ratio remained several times
higher than it had been prior to the anti-alcohol campaign launched in 1985; the price
dynamics in relation to salaries and pensions is summarized in a table in the review
[10]. The supposition that alcoholics would voluntarily drink surrogates when regular
beverages are available is unrealistic. Alcoholics have their experience, they distinguish
good and bad products, know their ailments that may exacerbate after the intake of
poor-quality alcohol. For example, some alcoholics would never drink beer if it smells
technical alcohol. As mentioned above, ethanol from non-edible sources (synthetic and
cellulosic) has been broadly used after the anti-alcohol campaign for production of
legally sold beverages. Of icial permissions to use such alcohol were issued during the
1990s [6,23]. Permissions were later revoked; however, in conditions of disregard for
some laws and regulations, the use of technical alcohol has been continued.
Current governmental anti-alcohol measures resulted only in moderate oscillations
of the real vodka price considering in lation. There has been no signi icant decrease in
physical availability of alcohol: the beverages are sold without queues in numerous
shops, while the alcohol sale hours are longer than prior to the anti-alcohol campaign
[10]. In the author’s opinion, the current decrease in alcohol consumption is mainly
caused by the responsible way of life under conditions of the market economy,
intimidation and harassment of asocial alcohol-consuming people, crime aimed e.g.
at appropriation of their residences etc. [24], which does not predispose to leisure
drinking. As for younger people, they seem to overtake the moderate alcohol
consumption style prevailing in other countries.
Furthermore, Razvodovsky mentioned in his correspondence that he is a “military
man” (Figure 1). Indeed, since the late 1980s, many former party, military and other
functionaries as well as their protégés, were introduced into educational and scienti ic
institutions of the former SU. They applied pressure not only to facilitate their own
careers but also to impose prescribed ideology [25]. For example, phrases like “Alcohol
is the biggest killer in Russia” [4] are suitable to disguise shortages of public healthcare,
shifting responsibility for the low life expectancy from authorities onto patients i.e.
supposedly self-in licted diseases due to excessive alcohol consumption. Finally,
Razvodovsky mentioned in his correspondence the publication pressure, forcing him
to publish as much as possible (Figure 1). Note that science, to be truthful, must be free
from all kinds of pressure. Considering the above and previously published comments
[11,26-28], numerous papers by Yuri Razvodovsky are biased.
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